COMMERIALS  (partial list)
*2021 Emmy Awards Nominee – Outstanding Commercial – Beats by Dre “You Love Me”
**2019 Emmy Awards Nominee – Outstanding Commercial
***2017 D&AD Professional Awards Winner – Cinematography for Film Advertising – Nike “Equality”
****2022 Shots Awards – Silver Award Winner for Best Direction
*****2022 AICP Advertising Excellence Nominee

MUSIC VIDEOS  (partial list)
*2021 MTV VMA Award Winner – Best Cinematography (Co-DP) – Beyoncé, Blue Ivy, SAINT JHN, WizKid “Brown Skin Girl”
*2017 Grammy Award Winner – Best Music Video – Beyoncé “Formation”
*2016 Camerimage Festival Nominee – Best Cinematography in a Music Video – Beyoncé “Formation”
*2016 MTV Video Music Award Winner – Best Cinematography – Beyoncé “Formation”
*2016 Cannes Lions Entertainment Music Awards Grand Prix Winner – Beyoncé “Formation”
**2013 MTV Video Music Award Nomination – Best Cinematography – Lana Del Rey “Ride”

DIRECTORS

INSTALLATION ART/PRINT/ LIGHTING DESIGN

FEATURES  (partial list)
BLACK IS KING (Co-DP) – Disney+
ORIgINAL KINGS OF COMEDY – 40 Acres & A Mule
*BELLY – Artisan Entertainment
HE GOT GAME – Disney
THE PLAYER’S CLUB – New Line Cinema
COLD AROUND THE HEART – 20th Century Fox
GIRL 6 – 20th Century Fox
CLOCKERS – Universal Pictures
EYES WIDE SHUT (Additional Photography/ 2nd Unit) – Warner Bros. Pictures
GATTACA (Additional Photography/ 2nd Unit) – Columbia Pictures

*Independent Spirit Award Nomination

SHORTS  (partial list)
AUGUST 28: A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A PEOPLE – Prod: Ava DuVernay, Paul Garnes
SHE WALKED CALMLY DISAPPEARING INTO THE DARKNESS – Little Minx
WILDCAT – What Matters Most

TELEVISION  (partial list)
DA BRICK (Pilot) – HBO
TIME OUT WITH JAYSON WILLIAMS – MTV
REAL SPORTS – HBO